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The writer belongs to the work, but what belongs to
him is only a book, a mute collection of sterile words,
the most insignificant thing in the world. The writer
who experiences this void believes only that the work
is unfinished, and he thinks that a little more effort,
along with some propitious moments, will permit him
BOEIJNBMPOFUPmOJTIJU4PIFHPFTCBDLUPXPSL
#VUXIBUIFXBOUTUPmOJTICZIJNTFMGSFNBJOTJOUFSminable; it involves him in an illusory task. And the
work, finally, knows him not. It closes in around his
absence as the impersonal, anonymous affirmation
that it is -- and nothing more.

Impersonal Life regards ‘producing artwork’ as
a ceaseless and incomplete process of implementation, and is aimed to examine its substitutability and points of transformation through
art schools. At a certain point during the working process, the artist loses him or herself and
ends up acknowledging that they do not have
the assurance and authority over what they are
trying to express. A work of art cannot obtain
centerless universality until ‘I/Je’ is abandoned
and ‘it/on’ takes the position instead.
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Within the continuous energy and urge to become something, artists quietly gaze at nearby
PCKFDUTBOEDBQUVSFUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQ BGmMJBUJPO
and tension among them. In a centerless and
empty space, an artist as an individual is absent; instead there are traces and silence. After all, this exhibition is not trying to indicatively
expose the process of producing work, but to
reveal it indirectly through the objects as traces that are merely occupying the space silently. In a way, the method this exhibition adopts
is to speak through silence, to talk about ‘presence’ through absence and to read off a state
of vitality through stillness and inactivity.
Sodam Lim relocates her small-sized ceramic
works that she made, and without any concrete
sketch, she transfers them onto the canvas in
a very short period of time. Through this process, she seeks to capture a moment of elevation which intervenes in the process of change
that the mediums undergo. Selected images
that recollect the artist’s personal memories go
through this kind of medium-converting process, and hence enter upon a phase in which
their existing, individual characteristics gradually blur. The artworks shown in this exhibition,
Winter Forest (2014) and Blue Pot (2014), can be
seen as a pair of work each corresponding to
night and day.
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Dakyum Kim mainly adopts a working method he can endlessly keep according to the
rules of action that he has established. His
Line (2011) is a commemorative photograph
he took of the objects he collected in his art
school, distinguished and then arranged in
one direction. If you look closely, the objects
that have been arranged in one spot, have the
users’ life traces.

֢ݗफ़ਭࠆඟઘؘਙीഠӯઅࡽӖҁӘ࣏
ߜ ڝਕത੶ܾঅ ԓӕਁ फ़ߺ ઍઅ ߗԞܲਁ
Ӛന ઊৡԞഡ دઙ৹ Ӗҁਁ ֪ ࣏ߜ ڝਙ௷ف
ߜ҆ઊಖઅઘ֢࠸ૂިݼߗܾفৰࣳઔؘઊ
ૅ ഥಹ੶ܾ  ټޅઊ° ਙी Ӵട܅±܅Ӌ હට
ഗఅࣳਁڢ֢ݗफ़ؘԕܑਙीӯ੮१फ़౯ࣛ
અԞ൲࠹൛҆ݴഡدଋԞीઊࠋടӋܾࣝ
ޓஔѿڢણതਁ܅گਉౖԪङٻৰਢਙीഠ
ӯઅٜઊ٩ࠊӋઔؘدҫઊدઊؘ೩फ़ಠ
ًإઅ°ਙीઊٻԞਁڛؘҫઊدد±ؘ२
અ°Ә٩ഡ߸ഠહӚੋ±੶ܾઌന߸ਁفഡѿௗஔ
ӆਁૻ७ઊ࣏܅ଘ੶ܾঅਊࣹહ੶ܾԓૻ७ਁઘ
ࡅઅ१फ़౯ઊ֑ઑ৺ઊઙٻٳӋઔۙഡࣛԞ
१ె دӯ੮ ࣳࡻफ़અ घࡻઘܾࣳ ഠࣥ ڝਙीӆ
ਁાԕടԞനࣛܞؽઅઘࡅചܾടӋਙी
فഠفഠֳӴીઅछॐࣛفઊٻԞ٩ഡ
دઘࡅਁفഡࡻಹބસԓૻ७৺ૻؘ७ङ੶ܾ
֑ઑ৺ઊ ़ܵٻৰ ࠢ ؘݼઘࡅઅ ઙٳԞૂ ਁࣳ
ਙीઅਊഢӘࠒലઅߚ१ٻԞܳބઊد
ࠆඟઘؘӯ൝ഠࣥ੶ܾஔఐਁٳؘߗޡ࣏൦ङ
ਁࣳਙीઊৰۄઅ߸ਭѿௗ࣒ࣥݴഢ़ઔઅ
ߚഀӋࣳਙीഠӯֳӖҁਁࣳৰۄӄӆਁௗ
ഡ࣏ߜڝѿܹӶѿਁઅനઅ٩હ੶ܾਉଔҫ
ઌܱࠢଔҫઌഡҫڝಡીґઌઅҫઊ
ڂކઅछਁ़ـઔڢࣛفؘਕഡد
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ਁفഡઙഀઊౌެؘ܅હઌાԕത੶ܾঅഠ
Ԟૻਁଔരഡઙ৹અҿӘࡂݴਉؘӚܺહઌӯ
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By photographing the empty spaces and objects in the art school, Anna Lucas and Heeza
Bahc discuss the permeating languor. In objects left in the work space such as chairs and
walls splashed with paint, easels arbitrarily
standing in groups, partitions made of plywood
boards, a picket written ‘SAVE the ARTS’ and
more, Anna Lucas senses a climate change
in the recent art education system. In other
words, as technology develops and new media appear, the art school model maintained
so far is being challenged. This reminds how
postmodernism’s excessive aesthetic tolerance that ‘everything can become art’ has
removed the center of the aesthetic value system, and how paradoxically the system of capital has been constantly working in the center.
As consumers of education services, students
need a fair amount of capital to access the art
world, and in a competitive system, art schools
become easy targets of restructuring inside
colleges. In the capital’s operating mechanism
where even criticism against capital is incessantly converged into a centerless center, it is
certain that art’s role and direction should be
questioned.
During her time as an exchange student in
the Czech Republic, Heeza Bahc had doubts
about whether art can produce meaning and
value in society. With this doubt, she photographed inside her art school, objects located
on boundaries, objects ambiguous of whether
they are intentionally left or abandoned and
PCKFDUTUIBUBSFBTQFDJmDJOEJWJEVBMTZFUBSF
also reachable to everyone.
In her alpha 1 -‐ not so miserably (2009/2016), Jiin
Juen finds objects on her campus that are
vague in terms of whether they have been kept
or forgotten. Then she carefully cleans them
one by one and makes their location visible on
the map. As an artwork about an artwork, she
takes a meta approach; in the conventional
school event ‘Open Studio’ where people show
their works made during the term, the artist
leads the viewers to examine the institutional
space itself rather than to concentrate on the
individual works of art.
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Sodam Lim
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ઌനਕ౸൛ٻԞਁߚڹઍࠒહઊӋଓࣷઌાԕ
ളੋടৌंؘӆؖܣՒدઊҫބௗӘң
અԞৱਁӚനߒ࣏ഢ़ܿԞৱઊૻஐٻৰ࠹ൌٻ
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ࣛઅ਼ࣥܲڢહઌઌӘ٩ӚܳઊઔدԓܨԞ
ਁߚڹӋીټܾंफ़ܾઙ৹ഢ़৺ؘाҁઊ
ചહ੶ܾࣥԠدઊҫفਁࣛفനӚહઌ१
ࣷ੭ടؘܱઘंਭؘୱઊѿઔ੶ઙѿѿफ़
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Blue Pot
2014, 37.9x45.5cm,
Oil on canvas

A planet consistently rotates its orbit, but when
the observer is in a particular location, the
planet exhibits odd states such as the eclipse.
Though the observer’s point of view is importBOU JUJTBTUBUFUIBUDBOOPUCFNBEFBSUJmDJBMMZ
I have always been interested in the in-between area of the undeliverable memories of
the individuals’ senses and the unnamed gap;
however, because mentioning the in-between
BSFBXPVMEmYJU NZJOUFSFTUJOUIJTBSFBGFFMT
like a world that does not allow any one-sided
or straightforward approach. It is as if the more
we portray our past memories, the more the
memories overlap and therefore transform.
I hope an image comes up as a psychological
sense of distance built between me and the
canvas. This psychological sense of distance
is related not just to an individual’s memory but
BMTPUPFYUFSOBMBTQFDUTTVDIBTNBUFSJBMQSPmciency and the object’s vitality. Thus inevitably,
there comes a moment when I cannot work
XJUIJOBmYFEQSPDFTT5IJTJTEJGGFSFOUGSPNBO
attitude that tries to maintain a contemplative
view of the object; it is an acknowledgement of
the artist’s changing position and at the same
time an attempt to continually ensure distance
from the object.
5IFBDUPGQBJOUJOHmOBMMZHBJOTNFBOJOHXIFO
it breaks away from its original purpose and
reflects the body. Furthermore, when it feels
like the image is penetrating me, and when
I become the audience watching the object
change itself, painting becomes more than a
representation of a past image and becomes a
painting of experience.

Winter Forest
2014, 37.9x45.5cm,
Oil on canvas
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By beginning the 2016 exhibition,
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I bring the 2009 exhibition.

Jiin Juen
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alpha 1  not so miserably
2009 (2016 reproduction), Dimensions variable,
Cleaning tools, map, sound installation
*Collaboration with Hojeong Yoo (Sound designer)

‘Open Studio’ is an exhibition that opens every
year by the graduate students of the school of
visual arts in Korea National University of Arts.
The students’ studios are opened for this exhibition to show their work over a year.
I have made a map for the audience that come
to Seokgwan-dong campus. This map has the
location of the objects that are installed like
scenery on the way to the artists’ studios; these
objects are objects forgotten, abandoned or
kept by the owners who were looking for an
empty corner space to put them.
This map will give the objects a chance to
meet the audience as a whole by separating
the objects for a while from where they used to
be as scenery. Furthermore, I hope the objects
that have been dusted, wiped and adorned,
will shine as they become the destination of
the audience during the seven days of the exhibition.

ৰߜֳښߚ֧ؖҥڝઊ֢ࡂ܅ࠅݴӋઔدӋؖՖ
ߜ࣏دӘ٩Ӵѿੋ٩ਭൌౖࠒֳؘܟڙܾ੶ڢല
ऀؖՖد

Dakyum Kim

ԓܨҲӖٳઙ৹५ਁѿښഡߜҥઅ१ࣷؖՖد
ԓ݀ڎԓҫઊ।ӚֳܣҲരന֢دઅҫކઊ
ৈ࠹܅إઅߜއҥਁڝҲӚ७ઊҊد
ߜҥࡂدࡂڝԓҫڝઊ࣏ੋઘਁઅനԙু
࠹ൌٻৰސிؘҫࡂҲࡡدټട֢܅ًࡂݴ
٩ৰۄઊࡡؘൄӋৰۄઊؘ౿ਁଙৰ
Ӌৰۄઊڎؘଙৰۙدؘ౫ઊࡣݴਉ
Ԟ٩ടӋઊݵঅࣳઘ३ઊ্ৈࡆ़ઔҲടԞ
٩ഡد
فഠӯ4ഠך৹१ؘ܅ട֢અౌઊತѿӋ
ֳѿَإدഠӯ࣏࡚ڝ܉ඥଓਔؘ֢دഠ
ࣥ੶ֳֳܾ֪Әݵدކҿӵ֥ԓङ
ਁࣳ°Ҏӕࡂৈ܅±܅ӋࡂӋڜӋݱگӋઔ
ৼ֢دܣԓ౸֪ܿڝӘ܅شܱܲףടࡂڡؘ

ԤدӀ

ਔَڝ܉࣏އઊڂട֢અઽ੶ܾؖՒدԓ
ݼӋԓҫڝৈࣳട֢અࣷԓৰৡҸدӋࣥ
Ҁയد
ԓҫਁֳࣳӚ७ଙزઊҌؘઅਭࠒലऀઊد
ԓݼӋ ࣏ߜ ٩Ӵ ਁڝଙૻട ԓҫ ڝӚ୵ ़

دݵ़ઔؘѿԓ৻ߗًڝઊৡԞഢ़ઔ
Ԫട֢અࠒലؘݱگଙزਁࣳґઌৰۄ
ઊৡԞ ݴടӋ ઔؘѿ ৵ކބుઅ ґऀ ֳؘܟڙ
ѿടؘӋߺӘ५സઊৼد
ࣷઊؘ܅ҫ
°१ࣷ±ਁࣳ
°१± ᜄࡆ१ زݴৰد
ઊҫട֢અܾૃಠܾଔരٻৰଖઙ৹ૻڝട֢

When I look at things, I realize how they transform and adjust due to the user. Even when
looking at a brush, one lays down the brush,
another puts the brush inside a case, while
someone leaves it upside down. Others stick
a tape on the brush, or write their name on so
they can recognize it.
4 th year at university, people in my school
busily moved entitled with the ‘graduating
exhibition.’ As a student I was always looking
for my difference from others, but in the end
I was following, listening and looking at the
same place. The many people who looked like
they were trying to become different as I did,
all looked like one dot. I thought that I should
gather those dots and draw a line.
I am interested in the will and sense of direction the group has. By concentrating on the
objects and tools and by observing, collecting and arranging them, I wanted to reveal
the groups and individuals. This work was a
consideration and experiment of whether they
could be beautiful and could talk more when
simply brought together. It is also about the
kind of story the individual tells in a group that
follows one direction and how much individuality is displayed.

ઊدઙ৹ࣹௗѿ़ٽ٩࣏ଔઊ़ٽ٩ઔد

The word ‘line’ in korean is ‘선(seon)’, and in
this case, ‘ 선(seon)’ comes from the korean
word for gaze, ‘시선(siseon)’ without the ‘시(si)’
which means ‘to look’.
This as a project, is one of the works to be proceeded. This work could be an installation or
could be a photograph.

2011, 80x160cm, 3LJPHQWSULQW

ઊઙ৹ԓҫزڝाඥৈӋࡂԓڝৈ
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shared workplace. After that, it happened to
me like a habit. Not only did my interest go to
my objects, but also to the many objects surrounding me.

Line

ଙࠔടࣳଙزӘґઌࡂֳܟڙڝӋॱৼد

One day, I suddenly felt like my things were looking at me. I felt the sense of direction the objects
and tools showed through their use and form.

ഠࣥڝѿݱௗؘਙीѿֳܾࣳҲৰଔઍઊ
നടӋ ਙीഠӯਁࣳઅ ֢અ ௗਭ હ ࠌඥԞ
നؘ֢ެܾ܅ԓӕઅӖҁڝӘ൞ٳਕട

Anna Lucas

Ԟ१ઙയدӯ़ܾࣳӴؘٻܲઘ२Ә৲
અشઘܾࣳઅਊഢӘفؘહ੶ؘܾ֢֢ઘ३
અߗ৲ѿڝކݴചऀؖՖًدӴஔહ੶ܾމ
ടઘԓԞӚઅӚݑઅङਁࣳਙीѿܾࣳઅી
ஔऀ੭ഢചѿઔৼدઊܟഡӚ୵౿ന֢
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െથઅԞ൲ؘઊܡଖߚڝৰفدؘഠ
ܿڢԙӘԓࡂًدઑ࣒ࣥऀѿڢઅ
Ӵਁ٩ӴടӋ߸ीفഠઘ֒ڝৰڝઊӋ
ઔؘഡݳدഡ੶ؘܾਙीഡԞԙઊԚһ
ടҲ࣐҆ٻৰਙीӯ੮ഠӯ௵ؽࣛࣳਁܣݼ
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ݴഢҫઊӴਁઅനৰۄҫڝઊѿݱஜଖ
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Art School
2015, 12 mins colour stereo,
16mm transfer to HDV

I started by using my camera to trying to make
sense of a new job as an artist academic,
filming the spaces and activity within this Art
School in order to clarify my position and purpose there. I needed to be making something
of my own in counterpoint to the demands of
my role as tutor – facilitator and deliverer of
knowledge and advice, and more specifically to retain my identity as an artist within the
bureaucracy of the Institution. These observations made me reflect on my own Art School
experiences; how I might be framing an image,
what I was drawn to or valuing in terms of objects, signs and traces, texture and colour. I
was drawn to workshop spaces for disciplines
I have not encountered since being a student.
Any ex-art school student or teacher from the
last forty years will recognize aspects of these
spaces and what they represent. But how are
they perceived by a more general audience?
Do we romanticize our own experience of art
school? How is art school viewed by others? Is
it more broadly recognized as a space of open
creativity, radical questioning, or rebellious
abandon, or perhaps as an unnecessary hobby, a non-vocational playground for an elite
few, or a stop-gap for no-hopers without useful
skills.
The current climate leaves these questions
open. On one hand Fine Art courses are attracting applicants despite University fees
and much higher demands for accountability,
productivity, assessment etc. On the other,
funding for the arts is dramatically cut, and the
UFBDIJOHPGBSUTJHOJmDBOUMZSFEVDFEXJUIJOUIF
school curriculum. So who will Art School be
for in ten years, and what will be taught, and
by whom? Will any space for risk-taking and
failure remain in a climate where recruitment
targets, grades, and reductive statistical results are the key values for assessment of a
students achievement?

Art School
2015, 12 mins colour stereo,
16mm transfer to HDV

Anna Lucas
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It: Art School Project no.23
2015, 80x60cm,

Archival pigment print

This work started from my feeling of powerlessness. While I was living in Czech, I had
psychological pressure to become familiar with
the new attitude towards art in this new environment. In a completely unfamiliar society, I
had doubts of whether I was able to produce
any meaning or value from everything I was
doing in the name of art and also of what art is.
Hence I began to do the only thing I could do
which is to gaze. My gaze concentrated on
the obscure, middle area inside the art school,
a place where it is a space of art and not a
space of art and the individual space inside
a huge art chunk(building). Meanwhile some
things came into my eyes as art, while some
things came in as unbalanced objects left
useless. The objects laid in a private yet public
space, have been placed by someone; however, the objects are situated there with a kind of
strength as if it was its original place.
Objects that are close by private experience,
objects that are touched by other people’s
reach yet seem to exist independently, the
in-between tension of whether it was thrown
away or kept. Through this work, I would like
to consider the ideas surrounding the objects
and question the way I perceive these objects(art pieces) by carefully examining the
objects occupying their places.

It: Art School Project no.12

2015, 70x100cm,
Archival pigment print

It: Art School Project no.26
2015, 32x44cm,

Archival pigment print
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